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ALTERNATIVE ASSETS VS. THE STOCK MARKET
Having all your eggs in one basket in times like these is a recipe for disaster. To weather the current
financial storm the best strategy is a mix of assets in one’s investment portfolio, including alternative assets
like fine wine which typically perform well during economic turbulence.
As you are all aware the stock markets have been very volatile the past couple of months. The US markets
set new all-time highs, and some of the European ones as well, only to lose over 12% in the US and drop
over 20% in Europe. This comes after the Fed cut rates unexpectedly by 0.50% and the futures market is
pricing in another 0.50% cut at their 18th March meeting at 70%, with another cut to 0.00% in April. To have
extremely low interest rates with record high stock markets is not normal and it seems the Fed is being led
by the markets rather than leading them. The drop in the US market only takes it back to the record highs
of 2019. There is plenty of room for them to fall further; and drag the rest of the world down with them.
These swings are not good for an active investors’ nerves, unless they are constantly sitting in front of the
screens and prepared to trade constantly. This is where it really pays to invest in alternative assets from a
monetary point, as well as from the perspective of stress levels and time invested.
The Footsie opened 8.2% down at the start of this week and has currently reversed 2.9% at the time of
writing this. The Asian markets have far less liquidity than the European ones; with the greatest
liquidity being when the European & US markets are both open at the same time. Anyone trading with an
open position and not watching it constantly in these sorts of markets is asking to lose money; even with
stops in place there is no guarantee that the order will get filed at the price due to liquidity and how fast
the markets are moving. Even an investor who is in for a longer period needs to be aware that markets tend
to go up an escalator and down in a lift; a few days of falls have wiped out 3 months of advances this year.
Alternative assets offer a much more stable environment for investors. Gold is the classic safe haven
investment, but it typically has large swings intra-day and overnight, and again requires a lot of monitoring.
As classic cars & art are beyond the means of all but the wealthiest of investors, fine wine offers a much
more stable long term profit and generates a lot less stress in the process.
An investor will never lose 20% of their money in the space of a few days, let alone a few years, with fine
wine. Demand for this alluring product also continues to grow. All over the world people drink to their
successes and drown their sorrows, with an ever expanding client base in the Far East in particular. Owning
a physical asset with a limited supply will only lead to an increase in price over time as the amount of the
asset on the market decreases with consumption. With every bottle that is drunk your investment becomes
rarer and thus more valuable, thus making fine wine an exceptional investment option for turbulent times.
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FINE WINE: A SAFE HAVEN IN A FINANCIAL HURRICANE
Wine investment is a safe harbour in a hurricane right now, with global financial markets right in the middle
of one the most tumultuous months in memory. The coronavirus pandemic has crystallised every concern
about valuations and the age of the current economic expansion, and we have seen dramatic plunges in
equity markets, a never-before-seen collapse in bond yields, a soaring gold price and, as I write this, the
biggest sell-off in oil in history with prices plummeting 20% overnight prefacing what will surely be another
dramatic day ahead of us.
Last week the US Fed unexpectedly cut interest rates 0.5% and don’t be surprised if this week we see more
emergency measures from central banks globally including further rate cuts, a resumption of QE or even
more extreme measures such as outright asset purchases to support equity markets. The health panic
triggered by COVID-19 is creating a potential liquidity crisis on global markets (especially high-yield
corporate debt), while recession now seems priced into multiple economies stock markets. Many of our
investors will have seen this kind of crisis before, but for others this will be a shocking first. It’s therefore
worthwhile pointing out what happens with wine investment in times of duress.
Fine wine is a highly desirable asset and a reliable store of value whose price is not aligned to the volatile
fluctuations of equity or bond markets. Given its small size and depth, fine wine is not as liquid as stocks or
bonds but is more so than property, conferring on it some of the attractive characteristics of both.
Firstly, fine wine doesn’t show any correlation to movements in equity markets in part due to its reduced
liquidity and longer-term investment horizon. Volatility is typically low and seldom do investors feel the
need to liquidate portfolios during periods of extreme duress when cash is required quickly. On the
contrary, parking cash in fine wine can be a sensible way to safely store value, experience low volatility and
even generate nice returns in areas of strong demand. Current examples would be some of the exceptional
2016s out of Italy, Bordeaux and California and also the much under-rated 2017s in Burgundy.
Secondly, fine wine is an outstanding hedge against inflation. While inflationary pressures have all but
evaporated in the past month, if a liquidity crisis eventuates and expansions of the money supply evolve
then inflation will surely follow. Over time fine wine has proven itself to be an outstanding real asset that
increases in value at or above the pace of inflation.
We should also never forget that fine wine, unlike shares or bonds, is a tangible asset and will never have
zero value. I don’t know another asset class where you can consume some of your portfolio while
simultaneously increasing the value of the remainder. In good times or bad, the consumption of alcohol is
one of humankind’s great pleasures and stress relievers.
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